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        Digging in: Why US won’t leave Afghanistan
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US soldiers stand guard near the site of a suicide attack in Maidan Shar, the capital city of Wardak province south of Kabul on September 8, 2013. (AFP Photo/Shah Marai)  © AFP


We came, we saw, we stayed. Forever. That’s the essence of the so-called Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA) to be struck between the Obama administration and Afghanistan – over 12 years after the start of the never-ending War on Terror.

  President Obama and US Secretary of State John Kerry define it as
  a ‘strategic partnership’. If that’s the case, it’s one of the
  most lopsided in history; Afghan President Hamid Karzai is no
  more than a sartorially impeccable American puppet. 


  Kerry announced the so-called BSA in Washington on Wednesday even
  before a Loya Jirga (‘Grand Council’, in Pashto) of 2,500 Afghan
  tribal leaders, clerics, members of parliament and merchants
  started their four-day deliberations in a tent on the grounds of
  the Polytechnical University in Kabul on Thursday. 


  But then Karzai, probably in his last major speech as president,
  pulled off a fabulous stunt. He knows he is, and will be, accused
  of selling Afghanistan down the (Panjshir) river. He knows he is
  sacrificing Afghan sovereignty for years to come – and there will
  be nasty blowback for it.  


  So once again he channeled Hamid the Actor, and played his best
  honest broker impersonation, stressing the BSA should be put off
  until the Afghan presidential elections in April 2014, and be
  signed by his successor. 


  It was high drama


  “There’s a mistrust between me and the Americans. They don’t
  trust me and I don’t trust them. I have always criticized them
  and they have always propagated negative things behind my back,”
  he claimed. 


  I have been to Jirgas in Afghanistan; even looking at those
  inscrutable, rugged tribal faces is a spectacle in itself. So
  what were they thinking in Kabul? Of course they did not trust
  the Americans. But did they trust Karzai? Could they see this was
  all an act? 


  A consultative Loya Jirga cannot veto the BSA. Even the Jirga
  chairman, Sibghatullah Mojadeddi, stressed Karzai may sign
  without any consultation. Yet Karzai insists he will not sign
  without the Loya Jirga’s approval.  


  Many members of the Afghan parliament and the entire Afghan
  opposition already voted with their feet, boycotting the Jirga.
  Not to mention the Taliban – essential to any agreement on the
  future of Afghanistan – and the still fully weaponized
  Hezb-e-Islami. Everyone is eagerly waiting to hear Taliban
  supremo Mullah Omar’s take on the whole kabuki.  
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  Counter-terror free-for-all 


  The BSA ‘negotiation’ has been like an extended Monty Python
  sketch. Washington has always insisted US soldiers can break into
  Afghan homes at will and remain immune to any sort of Afghan
  prosecution. Otherwise the Americans will leave for good at the
  end of 2014, leaving just the poorly trained and largely corrupt
  Afghan National Army (ANA) to fight the Taliban.


  Up until Karzai’s latest
  stunt, the Obama administration considered the deal was in the
  bag. Just look at the letter
  Obama sent to Karzai.  
   


  And by the way, no apologies. National Security Advisor Susan
  Rice said Washington does not need to apologize for killing and
  injuring tens of thousands of civilians in Afghanistan since
  2001, not to mention occupying vast swathes of the country.
  Earlier, a Karzai spokesman said that would be the case. 


  If in doubt, just listen to super-hawk US Senator Lindsay Graham,
  who told Reuters, “I'm stunned. Apologize for what? Maybe we
  should get the Afghan president to apologize to the American
  soldiers for all the hardship he’s created for them.” 


  There’s nothing ‘residual’ about a US occupation to be disguised
  as ‘forces’ necessary to train and ‘advise’ the roughly 350,000
  soldiers and police which are part of ANA, built from scratch
  over the last few years. 


  And what we’re talking about here is a deal starting in 2015 and
  in effect up to 2024 ‘and beyond’. 


  The final agreement is not
  much different from this previously leaked working
  draft.  An update has been circulating this
  week in the Pentagon and the US Congress. The Pentagon, via Joint
  Chiefs of Staff Chairman Gen. Martin Dempsey, justifies the whole
  thing by the proverbial need to ‘maintain Afghanistan’s security’
  and make sure foreign aid is not being squandered (as it has
  always been). 
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  There will be plenty of US military outposts and bases; Afghan
  bases and other bases of which the US has ‘exclusive use’.
  Bagram, Kandahar, Jalalabad and Mazar-e-Sharif are inevitably on
  the list. Once again, this is the US Empire of Bases – so well
  characterized by the late Chalmers Johnson – in pristine form.


  Marine General Joseph Dunford, the current US/NATO military
  commander in Afghanistan, wants up to 13,000 troops to stay, not
  including security guards and the cream of the crop, the
  counterterrorism gang. In theory, these forces won’t engage in
  combat “unless otherwise mutually agreed.” The draft text
  emphasizes, “US military operations to defeat Al-Qaeda and its
  affiliates may be appropriate in the common fight against
  terrorism.” 


  Translation: a future festival of raids by Special Forces, and a
  counter-terror free-for-all. 


  The draft text only mentions, vaguely,” full respect for Afghan
  sovereignty and full regard for the safety and security of the
  Afghan people, including in their homes,” as Obama also mentioned
  in his letter to Karzai. 


  And there’s absolutely nothing on the critical issue of drones
  based in Afghan bases that have been used for incinerating the
  odd commander but also scores of innocent civilians in the
  Pakistani tribal areas. 


  All about pivoting to Asia 


  The Maliki government in Baghdad had the balls to confront the
  Pentagon and veto the immunity for US forces – effectively
  kicking out the occupying force in Iraq. Hamid Karzai, for his
  part, caved in on virtual every US demand. The key question in
  the next few months is for what; Mob-style protection if he stays
  in Afghanistan, or the equivalent of the FBI’s witness protection
  program if he moves to the US?  


  Even assuming the Loya Jirga endorses the BSA (not yet a done
  deal) and Karzai’s successor signs it (with Karzai removing
  himself from the tight spot), to say this opens a new Pandora’s
  box is an understatement. 


  The occupation, for all practical purposes, will continue. This
  has nothing to do with fighting the War on Terror or jihad.
  There’s no Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. The few remnants are in
  Waziristan, in Pakistani territory. The US is – and will remain -
  essentially at war with Afghan Pashtuns who are members of the
  Taliban. And the Taliban will keep staging their spring and
  summer offensives as long as there are any foreign occupiers on
  Afghan soil.
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  The drone war will continue, with the Pentagon and the CIA using
  these Afghan bases to attack Pashtuns in Pakistan’s tribal areas.
  Not to mention that these US bases, to be fully operational, need
  unrestricted access to the Pakistani transit routes from the
  Khyber Pass and the Quetta-to-Kandahar corridor. This means
  Islamabad keeps profiting from the scam by collecting hefty fees
  in US dollars. 


  No one knows yet how the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)
  will respond to this. Not only Russia and China – who are
  adamantly opposed to US bases in Afghanistan – but also Iran and
  India, SCO observers and two countries that can sway Afghanistan
  away from the Taliban in a non-military way.


  We just need to picture, for instance, a practically inevitable
  future development; Washington deciding to deploy the US missile
  defense system in Afghanistan (it already happened in Turkey).
  Russia and China already see that the US may have lost the
  economic race for Central Asia – as China clinches deal after
  deal in the context of expanding its New Silk Road(s) grand
  strategy. What’s left for Washington is – guess what – bits and
  pieces of the same old Pentagon Full Spectrum Dominance doctrine,
  as in military bases to ‘monitor’ both China and Russia very
  close to their borders. 


  What’s certain is that both Russia and China – not to mention
  Iran – all see this Operation Occupy Afghanistan Forever for what
  it is; yet another (military) chapter of the American ‘pivoting
  to Asia’.

The statements, views and opinions expressed in this column are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of RT.
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